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Abstract

This report describes the principle and application of active vibration control (AVC) for reducing
undesired small-amplitude vertical vibration in the driver’s seat of a vehicle. Three different control
algorithms are implemented and compared in the experimental investigation. Apart from adaptive control
and robust control, a hybrid control algorithm consisting of a combination of an adaptive controller with a
filtered-x least mean squares (FXLMS) algorithm and a feedback structure with a robust synthesis theory
for obtaining fast convergence and robust performance are proposed. A frequency domain technique is
used for achieving the control plant identification and controller design. All of the proposed AVC
controllers are implemented in a digital signal processor (DSP) platform, using a finite impulse response
(FIR) filter for real-time control. A characteristic analysis and experimental comparison of three control
algorithms for reducing the small amplitude vertical vibration in a vehicle seat are also presented in this
paper.
r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Almost every possible mechanism for generating noise and vibration is present in a vehicle. In
recent years, vehicle noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) have attracted greatly intensified
attention. Vibration transfers to the seat and the human body are known to be a major source of
discomfort for the driver. The vibration source is often caused by the internal combustion engine
and road conditions. Vibration transfer is an important problem having a significant influence on
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human fatigue and safety [1–4]. In general, there are three approaches to minimize unwanted
vibrations in the structure of the driver’s seat of an automobile, i.e., passive, semi-active
and active vibration control. The passive elements include engineered pneumatic suspension, a
hydraulic damper and shock absorbers. The performance of a passive vibration control
system is limited because the parameter of the system is usually fixed. In addition, semi-active
systems such as magneto-rheological (MR) fluid dampers and electro-rheological (ER) fluid
dampers can also be used to absorb the vibration in the driver’s seat. However, semi-active
dampers do not provide a power source for control force. They normally use a controlled damper
to remove energy from the suspension system, as in the most well-known control algorithm, ‘the
Skyhook controller’ [5–7]. However, active vibration control (AVC) serves as a promising
alternative to conventional passive control and semi-active approaches in that it provides
advantages such as improving the performance of small-amplitude vibration and time varying
systems.

Interest in active control has grown significantly, having advanced with the progress
of digital signal-processing technology and hardware in the last two decades [8–10]. Many
sophisticated control algorithms and techniques have been implemented on digital signal
processor (DSP) platforms for practical applications. In particular, AVC of a platform
with a synthesis vibration source has been extensively investigated, both theoretically and
experimentally. In active-control structures, adaptive feedforward control has become
the most widely used method for reducing noise and vibration when a reference
source is available. For an adaptive control, the filtered-x least mean squares (FXLMS)
algorithm is well-known, having been used extensively in many applications such as adaptive
active noise cancellation and active vibration control [11–13]. However, in a practical
implementation of the FXLMS algorithm, convergence speed often limits AVC system
performance when a vibration source or a control plant is varied, such as in cases
of vibration from normal engine slew rates or during gear shifting, because the learning process
of the adaptive algorithm fails to respond fast enough to the changing operation conditions.
Meanwhile, in a control system, plant uncertainty also is one of the major factors that can affect
the performance and stability of a system [14,15]. Plant uncertainty may be caused by physical
conditions such as engine speed or a change in road condition. Such uncertainty may also be
caused by errors in system modeling, measurement, and computation. Changes in physical
conditions and errors lead to deviations in the plant, thereby affecting the robustness of the
control systems.

In the present study, a hybrid control algorithm consisting of a combination of
adaptive control with the FXLMS algorithm and a feedback structure with a robust
synthesis theory for obtaining fast convergence and robust performance is proposed
for reducing small-amplitude vertical vibration in the driver’s seat of an automobile.
In controller design, the HN feedback robust controller is used for overcoming a plant with
structural uncertainties. Additive uncertainty weights are used to account for the
external disturbance and the unmodelled dynamics in the design procedure. The
proposed hybrid controller is implemented on a TMS320C32 DSP platform. Experimental
investigations are implemented to compare the attenuation performance of a traditional
adaptive controller, a pure HN feedback controller and the proposed hybrid robust
controller.
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2. Control algorithms of AVC system

2.1. Adaptive control structure

The FXLMS is a well-known algorithm often used to deal with active noise and vibration
control in cases when the reference source, such as engine revolution, is measurable [12,13]. In
Fig. 1, the block diagram is a multi-channel control system with K reference signals, M secondary
sources and I error sensors. The reference signal xðnÞ is supplied to the control plant which causes
the structural vibration. This signal is also provided to an adaptive controller W ðzÞ which adapts
slowly when compared to the rate of change of reference signal. In the adaptive filters, the
reference signals to derive the control output signals yðnÞ are obtained by

ymðnÞ ¼
X3

m¼1

X3

k¼1

wT
mkðnÞ�xkðnÞ m; k ¼ 1; 2; 3; ð1Þ

where wðnÞ is the vector of the M � K filter weighting coefficient at the nth sample time, xðnÞ is the
K � 1 vector of past reference signals and � is the convolution operator. The control signals can
be supplied to the active mounts which apply the counter acting force to the device. The impulse
responses of the dynamic secondary paths #SðzÞ are considered from the Mth secondary sources to
the Mth error signals. There are M � I different transfer paths between each secondary source
and each error signal, all of which must be modelled and used K times to generate the array of
filtered reference signals required for the adaptive algorithm. The filtered referenced signals x0ðnÞ
can be written as

x0
kðnÞ ¼

X3

m¼1

#Sim�xkðnÞ i;m; k ¼ 1; 2; 3: ð2Þ

The error signals eðnÞ measured by the ith sensor can be expressed as

eiðnÞ ¼ dmðnÞ �
X3

m¼1

SimðnÞ�ymðnÞ i;m ¼ 1; 2; 3: ð3Þ

The objective of the controller is to minimize the mean-square error. The filtered-x LMS
algorithm is widely used to adapt the coefficients of an FIR digital filter for vibration cancellation.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of MIMO AVC system using filtered-x LMS algorithm.
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This algorithm can be written as

wmkðn þ 1Þ ¼ wmkðnÞ � m
X3

m¼1

x
0

kimðnÞ�eiðnÞ m; k; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; ð4Þ

where x0ðnÞ is the K � IM matrix of filtered reference signals, eðnÞ is the I � 1 vector of error
signals and m is the convergence coefficient that affects the stability and convergence rate.

2.2. HN robust structure

In practical application, it is often difficult to detect the properties of the vibration source in a
control system [13]; therefore, an HN feedback controller is often used in such a situation. Active
control systems are generally designed for a disturbance rejection problem, for which a
generalized system is shown in Fig. 2. The system matrix can be defined by

z

v

" #
¼

G11 G12

G21 G22

" #
w

u

" #
; ð5Þ

u ¼ �Kv; ð6Þ

where the signal z reflects the objectives, v denotes the measurement signals, w comprises all
exogenous inputs, u denotes the controller output signals and K is the feedback controller. In this
study, a mixed sensitivity problem with structural uncertainty in a plant is shown in Fig. 3. The
system model can be expressed by

dðnÞ

zðnÞ

vðnÞ

2
64

3
75 ¼

G11ðzÞ G12ðzÞ G13ðzÞ

G21ðzÞ G22ðzÞ G23ðzÞ

G31ðzÞ G32ðzÞ G33ðzÞ

2
64

3
75

mðnÞ

wðnÞ

uðnÞ

2
64

3
75: ð7Þ

The HN feedback structure in our design includes two weighting functions (low-pass and high-
pass) and two plant functions, shown in Fig. 4. The weighting functions are chosen to shape the
frequency response of the nominal plant to achieve the loop shape. The state-space model of the
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mixed sensitivity problem can be expressed as

dðnÞ ¼ HwðzÞuðnÞ;

zðnÞ ¼ LwðzÞ G1ðzÞuðnÞ þ G2ðzÞwðnÞ½ 	;

vðnÞ ¼ G1ðzÞuðnÞ þ mðnÞI þ G2ðzÞwðnÞ: ð8Þ

In the HN controller design, two weighting functions must be determined, one being the high-
pass function HwðzÞ used to derive the desired performance, the other being the low-pass function
LwðzÞ used to obtain robust stabilization in the control system. This system is assumed to be a
linear controller, for which the control input uðnÞ is given by

uðnÞ ¼ �KðzÞvðnÞ: ð9Þ

From Eqs. (6)–(8), uðnÞ and vðnÞ are eliminated to obtain

dðnÞ

zðnÞ

" #
¼

M11ðzÞ M12ðzÞ

M21ðzÞ M22ðzÞ

" #
mðnÞ

wðnÞ

" #
: ð10Þ

The transfer functions from zðnÞ to wðnÞ can be expressed as

Tz;wðzÞ ¼ MijðzÞ GijðzÞ;KðzÞ

 �

¼ GijðzÞ þ Gi3ðzÞKðzÞ I � KðzÞG33ðzÞ½ 	�1G3jðzÞ i; j ¼ 1; 2: ð11Þ
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The purpose of the HN theory is to search for the feedback controller KðzÞ which minimizes
jjTz;wðzÞjjN; which can be equivalently expressed as

minimum sup
�NpopN

oa0

jjTz;wðzÞjj: ð12Þ

In practice it is difficult to design an optimal controller. The proper transfer function Tz;wðZÞ
which satisfies the infinity norm on controller KðzÞ can be found. Generally speaking, if the
transfer function Tz;wðzÞ is internally stable and gives a positive g for all proper controllers, KðzÞ
can be expressed as

jjTz;wðzÞjjNog: ð13Þ

2.3. Hybrid control structure

In order to promote the convergence speed and increase robust performance in a control
system, a hybrid controller is proposed for AVC. The structure combines an adaptive feedforward
using the FXLMS algorithm with a feedback using the HN synthesis theory. The composite
configuration of the hybrid system is shown in Fig. 5. The value xðnÞ is primary signal, yðnÞ is the
control signal, and dðnÞ is the disturbance signal as calculated in the feedback controller. The error
signal eðnÞ is measured by an accelerometer, utilized to compensate the tracking ability of the
adaptive controller, and also fed through the feedback controller to obtain an optimal output
from the secondary source. The hybrid robust controller is also designed by using the internal
model method. An equivalent block diagram of the proposed hybrid system is shown in Fig. 6.
The value W ðzÞ is the adaptive controller, GISðzÞ is the internal model system of the feedback
controller, yðnÞ is the adaptive controller output signal, and SðzÞ is the secondary path function.
The close-loop function GISðzÞ is expressed as

GISðzÞ ¼
IðzÞSðzÞ

1 þ IðzÞSðzÞ
: ð14Þ

In the proposed design, the transfer function GISðzÞ is used to increase the robustness and
convergence speed in a system with plant uncertainty.
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3. Implementation and experimental verification of control systems

3.1. Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up for an active vibration control system in a driver’s seat is
depicted in Fig. 7. The experimental system is composed of a seat, a vibration generator, three
active mounts and three accelerometers on the seat. The mass of the seat and preloaded
of driver is 60 kg. This seat is supported by three active mounts and three passive springs.
A vibration generator located in the center of the seat is used to generate the periodic vibrations
for simulating vibration from the engine or road conditions. The feedback error signals are
obtained from three accelerometers (PCB model 353B15) and a monitor by a dynamic signal
analyzer (HP35665A). The controllers are implemented on a TMS320C32 DSP equipped with
four 16-bit analog I/O channels. The DSP sampling rate is set at 1 kHz in the experiments. The
experimental setup is further depicted in Fig. 8. The dashed line from the function generator to the
A/D convert interface indicates the reference signal source. In the case of HN feedback control,
the controller does not have any reference input signal which can be obtained for a control
algorithm.
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3.2. Experimental results and comparison

To verify the three control algorithms, the first experiment was conducted by using a traditional
adaptive controller with the FXLMS algorithm applied to the experimental seat. The frequency
response function and the impulse response function of the controller are shown in Fig. 9. The
frequency of the vibration source was set at 10Hz, 20Hz, 30Hz and broadband random
excitation because the human is the most sensitive to vertical vibration of 0–30Hz. The AVC
result using this adaptive control algorithm is shown in Fig. 10(a). The average attenuation of
real-time control in the 20Hz vibration source of the three error sensors achieved 5.5 dB. Care
should be taken to choose the step size value m and the length of the least mean squares (LMS)
order. In general, a large m guarantees the tracking capability of the algorithm; however, this
capability is reduced when the mean-square-error (MSE) is excessively large. By contrast, a small
m will affect the tracking capability and the convergence speed. Therefore, the selection of the
optimal convergence factor in an adaptive filter is important. The length of the LMS order is
related to the calculation of the capacity of the DSP.

In the secondary experiment, a feedback structure with an HN algorithm was implemented. By
relying on the realization of weight functions and the identification of a weighted plant, a 21� 21
matrix was computed by using commercial software. The parameters of the lower bound (gmin)
and the upper bound (gmax) were chosen as 1 and 2.5; the tolerable coefficient on the terminated
gamma value was chosen as 0.001. The frequency and impulse response functions of the controller
are shown in Fig. 11. The experimental result from using feedback HN theory in the 20Hz
vibration source is shown in Fig. 10(b). The vibration attenuation is achieved about 3.3 dB in real-
time control.

In order to examine the performance of the proposed hybrid controller, the experiments were
conducted in the same conditions. The experimental results indicated that the proposed control
system is achieved 11.1 dB vibration attenuation at the same frequency, as shown in Fig. 10(c).
The attenuation performance of the three control methods is summarized in Table 1. Obviously,
the results indicate that the hybrid HN controller has the best performance in the experimental
investigation. In practical implementation, the hybrid HN controller also exhibited a much faster
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convergence speed, stability and robustness in the experimental process. The three structures of
AVC merely have different characteristics, as summarized in Table 2. An adaptive controller is
often used to deal with active control in cases when the reference source is measurable. However,
the convergence speed often limits AVC system performance when a vibration source or a control
plant is varied seriously. The pure HN feedback controller is often used in difficult cases to detect
the properties of the vibration source in the control system. The proposed hybrid controller has
the best performance and robustness in implementation.

In order to understand the performance of the three controllers in random broadband vibration
source, experiments are also done in the implementation. The results indicate that an adaptive
controller with the FXLMS algorithm only achieves little attenuation in broadband range in
0–50Hz as shown in Fig. 12(a). Fig. 12(b) shows the control performance of feedback controller,
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Fig. 9. Adaptive controller implementation. (a) Frequency response function; (b) impulse response function.
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it fails to reduce vibration in broadband vibration. In the third experiment, although significant
performance degradation is observed in using proposed control in broadband vibration than
periodic vibration. However, the proposed hybrid controller achieves attenuation in some
frequency ranges vibration as shown in Fig. 12(c).
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4. Conclusions

In this study, three active control techniques for reducing undesired small-amplitude vertical
vibration in the driver’s seat of a vehicle have been investigated. The principles, characteristics and
experimental investigation of the proposed controller have been presented. The performance of
feedback control is not good as the feedforward control due to the feedback system conducts
uncertainty factors that could affect the performance. Thus, hybrid structure consisting of a
combination the advantages of the feedforward and feedback structures to increase the robust
performance of system. The experimental results indicate that the proposed hybrid robust control
structure consisting of a combination of the adaptive controller with the FXLMS algorithm and a
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Table 1

Average vibration attenuation in experimental cases

Vibration source 10Hz 20Hz 30Hz

Filtered-x LMS 4.8 dB 5.5 dB 5.5 dB

HN feedback 3.6 dB 3.6 dB 3.3 dB

Hybrid robust 11 dB 11.1 dB 10.4 dB
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Fig. 12. Experimental results of AVC in random broadband excitation. (a) Adaptive control algorithm; (b) HN

feedback control; (c) hybrid robust control. Solid line depicts control off; dashed line depicts control on.

Table 2

Comparison of different control approaches

Control approach Convergence speed Control robustness Adaptability Stability requirement System complicacy

Filtered-x LMS Slow Medium Yes Always stable Simple

HN feedback Fast Medium No Could be unstable Simple

Hybrid robust Fast Good Yes Always stable Medium
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feedback structure with robust synthesis theory achieves fast convergence and superior
performance. However, as a limitation of the proposed method, its performance may become
degraded if the vibration source is a random broadband vibration. Future design research should
focus on the parallel development of a semi-active vibration control such as ER or MR dampers
for improving broadband vibration performance and high-amplitude vibration in the driver’s
seat.
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